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1 one might say is already well under way in certain .'.J
2 1 resource industries. I think that latter part is

3 1 probably indisputable. what kind of implications

4 I would that have for B.C. Hydrp's priorities?

5 I MR. ELTON: A: There's a short-term priority, which is

6 1 to make sure that we're not exposed to financial

7 1 institutions that might be in trouble. We've already

8 1 been working on that actively, both with B.C. Hydro

9 I and with Powerex, and so that's obviously number one,

101 to make sure there isn't a -- that we don't suffer

11 1 financial losses. And I believe that we're reasonably

121 comfortable, although it would depend o~ how deep the

13

14

financial crisis goes in terms of banks and so on.

The second thing is, obviously, to look at
(J...._-

151 what difference it will make to our load growth and

161 therefore to our investment -- you know, our

171 acquisition plan over the next few years. And I think

181 yOU'll be hearing -- you know, you will have an

191 opportunity to cross-examine on that in a little

20 I while.

21 I Strategically, when you look at the last 40

221 years of our load growth, there almost always is load

231 growth. In other words, there have been significant

24 I ups and downs in this province in the last 40 years.

251 The difference it makes to electricity consumption is

26 not as much as you think, either up or down. In other
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words, load tends to grow fairly steadily. So we have

to be careful, I think, not to over-react to -- you

know, what is happening in the newspapers every day

versus what will happen in whpt is sometimes called

the "real economy". You're right about what you just

said about some of the resource industries. Some of

them have already suffered a great deal. And yet, you

know, we still are experiencing -- have been

experiencing load growth in other areas.

101 MR. QUAIL: Q: But the impact of that particular sector

11 1 on load growth is one of the primary reasons why we've

121 got this predicament now that is apparent in the July

:~)
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14

2nd update.

MR. ELTON: A:

Isn't that right?

Oh, that particular sector is very

151 significant. But, for example, you know, one of the

161 unanswered questions at the moment is, how much fuel

171 switching wil-l there be in the next five to ten years

181 from natural gas to electricity? And I think one of

191 the opening statements referred to that. Another open

20 I question is, will there be fuel switching away from

21 1 or towards more electric cars or plug-in electric

221 vehicles? We haven't reflected any of that, or much

231 of that, in our current forecasts. But even with an

241 economic recession, that kind of fuel switching could

25 1 make a significant difference.
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So I think the economic recession is one of
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